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»ER HAT SICH JEDOCH
DEN ANFORDERUNGEN DER
PARTEI LOYAL UND
ZUGÄNGLICH GEZEIGT ...«
Das Münchner Museum für Völkerkunde und
die Haltung seiner Mitarbeiter während der NS-Zeit – eine Annäherung

ABSTRAC T
The focus of this paper lies on the “Museum für Völkerkunde” in Munich during
the Nazi era and the very different attitudes of three scholars employed by
the museum, Heinrich Ubbelohde-Doering (1889–1972), Maximilian Feichtner (1905–1977) and Max Loehr (1903–1988). In 1933 the Indologist and
head of museum Lucian Scherman (1864–1946) was dismissed due to his
Jewish background. More than two years later, Ubbelohde-Doering, an expert
on South-America, formally took over the direction of the museum, while the
Viennese Feichtner was responsible for the Africa department from 1932;
Loehr was employed as the specialist for East-Asia in 1936. Feichtner, who
sympthized with German nationalism and belonged to paramilitary groups in
Austria, was a NSDAP member from 1933 as well as of various sub-organisations, whereas Loehr and Ubbelohde-Doering did not join the NS-party. The
article examines in particular the interest of NS-party ofﬁcials – above all the
General Inspector for the German Road Administration Fritz Todt (1891–
1942) – and the SS in the expedition of Ubbelohde-Doering to South-America
1937–1939, and scrutinizes how Ubbelohde-Doering handled this.
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Abb. 1 (linke Seite): Frontansicht
des Museums für Völkerkunde
»MVSEVM FÜR VÖLKERKVNDE«,
1928. © MFK, Archiv

Anka Krämer de Huerta

FRAUEN CUSHMAS DER
ASHÁNINKA – EINE SPURENSUCHE

ABSTRAC T
The cushma, until a few decades ago a garment widely-used by indigenous
residents of the Peruvian Selva, today seems to be vanishing increasingly in
everyday life. At the same time its use at public events and festivities is
growing steadily to show group afﬁliation and stress the common identity of
the indigenous inhabitants of the region – though mostly by men. Few Asháninka women own the hand-woven version of this clothing, although they
also take part in public events, hold ofﬁcial functions, and are active players
in political debates and processes of identity building. They seldom wear
hand-woven cushmas, even though they are the ones who produce them.
Likewise, in museum collections women’s cushmas are rare, while their male
counterparts are numerous. The special cut of women’s cushmas formerly led
to assumptions about their late, possibly colonial, origin. Recently the
cushma entered the catwalks of Parisienne fashion shows, women performing
in stylish men’s cushmas.
This paper seeks evidence of women’s cushmas asking why they were widely
replaced by similar shaped garments made of industrial cloth (tocuyo), while
men continue to wear hand-woven cushmas. I argue that external factors,
such as the loss of land for cotton production, together with internal rules of
exchange between men and women, initiated a process of transformation in
women’s costume which shows continuity in style, meaning and cultural rules
at the same time. The paper also presents the Asháninka cushmas available
in the collections of the Museum Fünf Kontinente.
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Abb. 1 (linke Seite): Cushma/
Kithaarentze (Detail) für
Frauen/Mädchen mit Babytragegurt
(tsorompiro) und Halskette,
Baumwolle, Samenkapseln,
Patronenhülsen, Herstellerin
unbekannt, erworben am
Rio Cutivireni, Peru (s. Abb. 2b).
MFK, Inv. Nr. 10-333 527.
© Marianne Franke

Jürgen Wasim Frembgen

EXOTISCHE TIERE
UND FREMDE MENSCHEN
Zur Bildwelt eines Kerman-Teppichs
aus dem Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts

ABSTRAC T
In the collections of the Museum Fünf Kontinente there is a pictorial rug from
Kerman in south-eastern Iran of extraordinary size with an enormous variety
of ﬁgural motifs. It shows a fruit-laden tree with numerous birds and butterﬂies in the main ﬁeld (26 varieties) as well as all in all 86 exotic animals
depicted in the border. These motifs refer to the imagery of the paradise garden which is typical for Persian rug art. The border also contains ten busts of
men belonging to different continents, each of them wearing characteristic
headgear or hairstyle. In addition, a Persian inscription provides three names,
namely of the person who commissioned this carpet, the designer and the
weaver.
For reasons of comparison the author discusses a similar pictorial rug kept in
the carpet museum of Tehran which was designed and woven by the same
experts as the Munich piece. The designer Forsate Shirazi can most probably
be identiﬁed with the known poet, scholar and artist Mirza Mohammad Nasir
Hosseini Shirazi (1854–1920). Apparently he made ample use of illustrations
in European zoological encyclopaedias thus turning this rare and remarkable
carpet into a piece of art which works as a bridge between Orient and Occident.
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Abb. 1 (linke Seite): Detail des
Teppichs mit einer Vielzahl
von Vögeln und einer Kartusche
mit persischer Inschrift.
© Nicolai Kästner

Jürgen Wasim Frembgen

MUSIKINSTRUMENTE
INDISCHER
SCHLANGENBÄNDIGER

ABSTRAC T
This article deals with the musical instruments of Indian snake charmers.
In the introduction the author emphasizes the meaning of snakes in Hindu
mythology. They play a particular prominent role as carriers of fertility in
popular Hindu traditions and syncretistic saints’ cults. Professional performers, such as Jogi, Nath, Kalbélia and Kánjari often claim to have received
their powers from legendary miraculous saints, for instance Gorakhnath and
Gugga Pir, who are venerated throughout the Punjab and North India.
Following these introductory remarks the typical calabash clarinets of the
snake charmers are ﬁrst brieﬂy mentioned before referring to the performance style. The main part of the text contains a detailed description of four
clarinets collected by the author between 1993 and 1996 in Rajasthan and
Delhi. They are now kept in the Museum Fünf Kontinente in Munich. These
areophones are lavishly decorated with coins, glass beads, inscriptions, etc.
In the conclusion the author refers to the contemporary situation of snake
charmers vis-à-vis animal rights activists as well as to the radicalisation of
performances in the form of deadly mungo-cobra-duels.
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Abb. 1: Reichverzierte
Klarinette (Detail) aus Jaipur,
die Inschrift lautet: Jagdish Nāth,
L. 65 cm (mit Basstonpfeife),
L. ca. 22 cm (nur Flaschenhals),
Dm. 10,5 cm (Klangkorpus),
MFK, Slg. Frembgen,
Inv. Nr. 00-322 938 (siehe Abb. 10).
© Marietta Weidner

Hartmut Walravens

VIER WEITERE PORTRÄTS VON
TAPFEREN DER KRIEGSZÜGE DES
QIANLONG-KAISERS (18. JH.)

ABSTRAC T
The Qianlong Emperor, who ruled over China 1735–1796, brought peace to the
borders of the empire and enlarged it considerably. He carefully documented
his Ten Glorious Exploits (military campaigns), e.g. by having the major battle
scenes and portraits of the brave ofﬁcers painted. A large number of the
latter are nowadays found in Europe as they were apparently taken along as
souvenirs by members of Count Waldersee’s international expeditionary force
in 1900/1901. The present paper deals with four previously undescribed portraits in hanging scroll format. They are important historical documents as
the faces were done by members of the Jesuit painting team at the Peking
Court in realistic style, on the basis of life portraits. The Manchu eulogies give
the correct form of non-Chinese names and also provide further examples of
Manchu prosody.
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Abb. 1: Der Oberbefehlshaber
(Detail) der Truppen von
Zhaotong in Yunnan, Baktambu,
Jinchuan-Feldzug (siehe Abb. 3).
© Museum für Asiatische Kunst,
Berlin

Stephanie Kleidt

FRÜHE CHAM-MASKEN
AUS DEM KLOSTER HEMIS
IN LADAKH

ABSTRAC T
During their expedition to India and the Himalaya, the Schlagintweit brothers
attended a performance of Cham-dances in Hemis monastery in Ladakh, in
1856. They were able to buy ﬁve masks and some accessories, perhaps the
ﬁrst which ever entered a European collection and among the few which can
be dated approximately. Acquired by the Berlin Völkerkundemuseum in 1884,
the original masks got lost during World War II. Fortunately, the Schlagintweit had ordered a few sets of replicas, presently owned by different Ethnological museums, which document the appearance of the lost originals.
The article displays the history of these masks and replicas and discusses the
Schlagintweit’s interpretation of the dances, given in a period of relatively
scarce knowledge of lamaistic Buddhism. By comparison with other early
descriptions of the ceremonies at Hemis – notably by the British ofﬁcers
H.H. Godwin-Austen and A.B. Melville, who saw them in 1863 and took some
photographs – it becomes evident that the Schlagintweit’s version is rather
fantastic. A new attempt to identify the Schlagintweit’s masks and to compare
with those presently in use in Hemis hints to possible iconographical changes
in some Cham-masks, which may have happened after the Schlagintweit’s
visit.
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Abb. 1: Detail aus der Replik
der Maske eines »guten Genius«
aus dem Kloster Hemis in Ladakh
(siehe Abb. 13a), Slg. Schlagintweit,
MFK, Inv. Nr. Schl. 873.
© Marianne Franke

Markus Schindlbeck

KANGANAMUN UND
DAS MÄNNERHAUS WOLIMBI AM
SEPIK IN PAPUA-NEUGUINEA

ABSTRAC T
The village of Kanganamun together with its men’s house Wolimbi is one of
the most known places among the Iatmul of the Sepik river basin. The article
illustrates the research done in this village since the arrival of the Europeans
at the beginning of the 20th century. One of the ﬁrst anthropologists who
worked in Kanganamun and who described the house Wolimbi was Gregory
Bateson. A more detailed analysis of the house and its interior was only later
given by the Swiss photographer René Gardi. The most detailed description
was made in 1961 by the German anthropologist Eike Haberland. Although
he deplored the decay of Iatmul culture he was able to document a whole
range of names and attributions connected with the different posts and
carvings of the building. Most important were also the social representations
of clans and moieties in the men’s house reﬂected in the names and ﬁgures
of ancestors. Some of the names are widespread among the Iatmul and
neighbouring Sawos while others are of more local importance. Some main
changes have taken place in the last decennia like the reduction of original
ﬁve to three central posts. The detailed iconography shows the importance
of minor elements in Iatmul mythology which unfortunately is still not acccesible on a larger scale. An important result of the research can be seen in the
ﬂexibility of the social system reﬂected in the men’s house Wolimbi but also
the ﬂexibility in the arrangement and change of posts and their names and
clan associations.
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Abb. 1: Das Männerhaus
Wolimbi (Detail) von Süden her
(siehe Abb. 2). © René Gardi

Anne Pincus

NOTES ON CULTURAL MEMORY
IN JAVA BAY, VELLA LAVELLA,
SOLOMON ISLANDS, 1980:
A PERSONAL ACCOUNT

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Es handelt sich um einen sehr persönlichen Bericht der Autorin über ihren
Aufenthalt auf Vella Lavella, eine der Inseln der westlichen Salomonen, im
Jahr 1980. Dieser Bericht besteht aus detaillierten Schilderungen von verschiedenen Aspekten der traditionellen Kultur (von Kopfjagd bis Medizin,
von Totenritual bis Schadenszauber) wie sie ihr von bestimmten und namentlich genannten Einheimischen der Java Bay vermittelt wurden. Eingestreut
sind Originaleintragungen und Zeichnungen aus ihrem Tagebuch. Fotograﬁen,
Briefe, Gaben und Geschenke illustrieren dieses einfühlsame Zeugnis der
Gastfreundschaft und des kulturellen Gedächtnisses der Menschen von Vella
Lavella zu jener Zeit.
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Fig. 1: Dugout canoes in the river.
© Greg Semfel

Michaela Appel

VERLOREN UND GEFUNDEN
Zwei Marquesas-Objekte aus der Sammlung
Karl von den Steinen im Museum Fünf Kontinente

ABSTRAC T
In his book Gefunden und Verloren – Arthur Speyer, die Dreissiger Jahre und die
Verluste der Sammlung Südsee des Ethnologischen Museums Berlin (2012),
Markus Schindlbeck mainly deals with objects which the Ethnological Museum
Berlin exchanged with several art dealers in the 1930ies. Two of these objects,
a large wooden sculpture (tiki akau) from the island of Nukuhiva in the
Marquesas and a headdress (paekea) from Hakaui on Nukuhiva are now in the
Museum Fünf Kontinente. Both were originally collected by Karl von den Steinen (1855–1929), the headdress on Nukuhiva, the wooden sculpture in Paris.
The article describes the paths these objects took – via the art dealers Arthur
Speyer and Gustav Umlauff – to the Museum Fünf Kontinente in Munich.
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Abb. 1: Detail einer Figur von der
Marquesas-Insel Nukuhiva
aus der Slg. Karl von den Steinen
(siehe Abb. 2 und 3),
MFK, Inv. Nr. 51-21-1.
© Marianne Franke

